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It is Better to
Give Than to
Receive

By Patrick Roth

As the holiday season begins, the spirit of Christmas
shows itself through everyday acts of kindness. I witnessed one such example of selfless giving this past
month.
A group of high school students had gotten
together over the weekend to have lunch. They were
seated together at a large table in the restaurant and
talked and ate together. Some time later, an older
gentleman entered the restaurant wearing a hat bearing the words “United States Veteran.” Since the
restaurant wasn’t very crowded, the man could be
heard telling the waitress that he was there alone and
that he had never been to the restaurant before. Having taken notice of the gentleman, one of the high
school students suggested to her friends that they
should pay for the man’s meal. The other students
agreed, pointing out that he was also a veteran and
that Veterans’ Day had only just recently occurred.
When their waitress came by the table, one of the
students asked her for the man’s bill so that they
could pay for him. Together, they gathered enough
money and paid the man’s bill. Several minutes later,
the waitress could be heard telling the man that he
didn’t have to pay because someone else had paid for
him, gesturing to the table of high school students
across the restaurant. When the man was finished
with his meal, he left the restaurant without acknowledging the students, but they were evidently pleased
to have performed a random act of selfless giving
during the holiday season.
As heartwarming as this story may be, it is
just one example of how simple acts of kindness can
make a difference. As the holidays approach, we
must try and share the selfless values that make the
true spirit and meaning of Christmas so special.

East Catholic High Observer

12 Days of
Kindness

Emma Maselli and Emma Dutil are two sophomore students at East Catholic that strive to promote
kindness around the school and in their own community. In discussing the origins of the movement, Emma
Dutil stated that “Emma Maselli and I both have a firm
belief in how people deserve to be treated and our beliefs led us into thinking of ways to spread kindness during the Christmas season.” This year, these two students
have organized what is hoped to be a tradition at East by
creating 12 Days of Kindness around the school. They
have spoken to several teachers, staff members, and administrators for approval and assistance in their event,
showing their passion in promoting kind works. By
working closely with others, specifically with Mrs. Prospect, they have been able to create a positive impact at
East. Each day, these two ladies complete an act of
kindness to lift the spirits of those around the school,
spreading Christmas cheer and the power of goodness.
Personally, I have witnessed their dedication, organization abilities, and time spent in planning these events to
ensure success. They take a photo of their acts each day
and post it so that others may follow their leadership.
I have seen Emma Maselli post coins on the
vending machine in the cafeteria with a note about taking one if a student did not have enough to buy something they wanted, and on another day Emma Dutil
handed out candy canes to brighten the spirits of others,
myself included. My mood was especially brightened
when I went to my car later that day and saw more candy canes on parked cars in the lot, including mine, with
a simple note that mentioned the 12 Days of Kindness.
Emma Maselli and Emma Dutil receive no material
good as a reward for their good deeds, only the satisfaction of knowing they brought a smile to someone’s day.
I look especially forward to their later event of
having students write letters to soldiers, as it truly reminds us how fortunate some of us are to be able to
spend the holiday season with our loved ones, while
others are not as fortunate, such as those with friends
and family overseas. Having several personal connections with people currently overseas, people that have
been previously overseas, and people that have lost their
lives overseas, I believe that taking five minutes of our
day to write a letter that will bring a smile to a soldier's
face is time well spent.
We might never be fully aware of the difficulties our friends and family may be going through, but
we can be certain that a random act of kindness can help
them. I hope that other students follow in their footsteps
and continue these acts of kindness beyond the Christmas season. Instead of asking ourselves, “What will I do
today?” let us try to ask each morning, “What good will
I do today?” so that each night, we can ask “What good
have I done today?”

Giving Tree
and Christmas
Baskets

Run by Campus Ministry’s Director, Mr.
McLaughlin, East has continued its tradition of the
Giving Tree where members of East are able to pick
a paper ornament from the tree and donate the item
on the back of the ornament so that a child in need
can enjoy a gift on Christmas that would otherwise
be unable to afford it. Mr. McLaughlin has worked
hard this season to ensure success of the program and
that each child in need can have a gift to unwrap on
Christmas morning.

East is also supporting its community through its
Christmas Baskets. Mr. McLaughlin is also running
this event so that families in need can receive food
items for a special meal on Christmas that may otherwise have been difficult to afford. It is organized so
that each homeroom has an assigned food item to
bring in. The items are then collected and distributed
into very strong and sturdy laundry baskets so that
each basket has at least one of each item from the
homerooms. These baskets are then delivered so families can have a wonderful Christmas meal that many
of us may take for granted. Along with these items,
families receive a card from a homeroom wishing
them a happy holiday season.
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Culture and the Arts

Christmas
Traditions
Around the
World

By Megan Raykoff

Image retrieved from flickr.com

What do you envision when somebody mentions
Christmastime, the holidays, or the winter season?
Close your eyes and picture how your winter break
will go. While your warm memories may seem so
familiar to you, to someone else your traditions
might be foreign and strange. Christmas is just one
of the many holidays celebrated around the world,
but in different places, the traditions are wildly different, depending on the culture. In religions that
don’t celebrate Christmas, this season is still a very
special time of the year. From culture to culture,
however, the most important aspect seems to be the
same: a theme of giving, new beginnings, and family. Below are how a few places celebrate Christmas,
received from interviews with fellow East Catholic
students.
Greece:
Because of the warm Mediterranean climate in
Greece, Christmas Eve and Day are mainly spent
outdoors, partying, reuniting with family and
friends, and grilling meals. Kalanta are Greek
Christmas carols, and on Christmas and New Year’s
Eve, children go from door to door singing. Christmas trees are decorated, although sometimes instead
of trees a small model boat will be decorated instead. Christmas gifts are exchanged, and certain
Greek dishes or cookies are made. Santa Claus is
believed to come on New Year’s Eve, and on January 6th, a cross is thrown into the sea and young
men jump in to recover it -- a ceremony to celebrate
the Epiphany.
Germany:
Similar to many American and European traditions,
Santa Claus is said to come during the night to deliver presents. Some people go to church on Christmas Day. Christmas trees are decorated, and Christmas markets are significant, attracting many people
each year. In the city of Dresden a lot of baking is
done around this time of the year, especially a type
of fruit bread called Stollen.
South Korea:
In South Korea, more emphasis is put on the Lunar
New Year than Christmas or the New Year. With a
3 or 4 day long break, people go to see their relatives. Younger relatives receive a small amount of
money from older family members as a tradition.
For Christmas, people decorate trees, eat cake, and
go to the movies, while Christians go to church. On
January 1st, people go to the ocean to watch the sun
rise.

China:
Christmas is mostly considered an event instead of a
holiday in this country, so no days are taken off of
school or work. Usually only young people celebrate
Christmas, and although there are

Christmas shops and decorations, most people don’t
celebrate Christmas. During the Lunar New Year,
people get a break that lasts several days and students might even get a month off. Families get together to eat a big meal, and go to (Buddhist) Temple , where they might wish for good luck in the upcoming year. Then people visit other families and
friends during this holiday. Older people give
younger people pocket money in a red envelope -the amount depends on their relationship -- and this
is called lucky money. The Lunar New Year is a
significant event on the Chinese calendar.
Bangladesh:
Some parts of Bangladesh are Christian, but most of
the country is Muslim. The student I interviewed is
Baptist Christian and does celebrate Christmas. In
the weekends leading up to Christmas, there is a tradition similar to caroling, except people go inside
their friends’ houses. There they use instruments
such as large drums or harmoniums (similar to a
small piano) and play Christmas songs. On Christmas Day, there is a huge Christmas party that many
families and people attend -- so many that a venue
must be rented. Food, such as white rice, curry, a
dessert similar to yogurt, and dough balls soaked in
sugary liquid are served. There is an event similar to
a talent show, where people sing and dance on a
stage, and a reenactment of the Nativity story performed by kids with a baby doll in the role of Jesus.
In Bangladesh, events like this are less common because most of the country isn’t Christian.
Hispanic American:
The church that this student I interviewed goes to is
Catholic, but it is a Spanish church — the prayers,
books, and songs are all in Spanish. In the week
leading up to Christmas, mass is every single day,
and Advent is also celebrated. People bring small
instruments, such as maracas and play them while
singing Spanish Christmas songs. There are certain
books in the church that have prayers only for
Christmastime. Kids go up to the altar and say verses in Spanish. There is no church on Christmas Eve
or Day, and people stay home with their families
instead. On Christmas Eve, kids receive gifts from
their more distant relatives. The older kids pass out
these gifts, and all the children participate in Secret
Santa. New Year’s Eve is celebrated with family and
by staying up all night. Foods, such as pork, chicken,
rice, and beans, are eaten for dinner.

Italian American:
The person that I interviewed is Catholic Christian,
but does not go to church on Christmas Eve or Day.
Instead, the family gathers on Christmas Eve to eat a
large meal of homemade pasta or lasagna. The family’s Nona (grandmother) bakes zeppole, which is a
form of fried dough, and crumbly Italian cookies.
She hands out envelopes containing gifts of money
to her relatives, and they give her a gift in return.
Christmas Day, in contrast, is spent at home as a day
of rest.
If you are interested in learning more about different
cultures, or educating others on your own culture,
East does have a Culture Club. Meetings are run by
Madame Gagne in room 237 afterschool. Please see
Madame Gagne for more information.

Christmas
Concert
By Farah Suede
The Christmas season is just around the corner and
the annual Christmas concert marks the start of the
festivities. This year, on December 12th, the Music
Department put on performances to
showcase the music choral and
band groups have been rehearsing.
The program featured performances
from Stage Band, Men’s Choir,
Show Choir, ECCE (East Catholic
Choral Ensemble), Chamber and
Concert Choirs, Jazz Band, String
Orchestra, and Concert Band. Each
group performed well-rehearsed pieces filled with
festivity to celebrate and ring in the holiday season.
The students within each group put in many hours of
rehearsal and were dedicated to putting on a good
show. Mr. Brudz, the music director, said “Mr. Link
[the choral director] and I are very proud of the hard
work our students have put in and we are sure they
will do an amazing job. We are also very thankful for
all the families for being such a supporting audience.” Mr. Brudz and Mr. Link have put in many
hours of rehearsal and have been preparing for this
concert for over a month. The groups played and
sang many classic Christmas songs, such as “Sleigh
Ride,” “Deck the Halls,” and a classic song from The
Grinch. The concert took place on December 12th at
7:00pm in East’s auditorium with singers in ECCE
receiving a standing ovation for a unique version of
the “12 Days of Christmas.”. There was a great
crowd present supporting the Music Department and
singing along with the last few songs. By the end of
the night, everyone could feel the Christmas magic.

Art Show
The art show was a large success as families came to
East Catholic to see the work done in Mrs. Landry’s
and Mr. Scorso’s classes. It occurred on December
12th, preceding the Christmas Concert and putting
everyone in a mood expressing support, accomplishment, well-earned pride, and a sense of community as
parents walked around the front lobby looking at artwork created by all grade levels and types of classes.
Friends were encouraging to one another, parents were
impressed with their children's abilities, and students
were looking around to see their friends’ pieces. The
talent exhibited by these students was impressive and
certainly shows the hard work it takes to create beauty.

Extracurricular and Sports

Powder Puff
Palooza

By Morgan Frye

Monday, November 25th, the annual Powder Puff
game was played after several practices with the juniors’ coaches, Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Roberts, and the
seniors’ coaches, Mr. Healey and Mr. Scorso. Although it was a challenging game, the seniors won
against the juniors 4-1. The first touchdown by the
seniors was scored by
Lindsay Skinner, who was
cheered on by her fellow
seniors on the sidelines. The second touchdown by the seniors was
scored after a kickoff return by Julia Swanson. In
between the two touchdowns, the juniors still had a
fighting chance and they took
it when Ally Ansaldi scored
the first touchdown after
been given the ball from her
fellow
teammate,
Ava
Eklund. The classes of 2021
and 2022 are encouraged to
participate in this fun “class” competition in the following year.

Robotics: Getting the Ball
Rolling

By Alison E. Jarmoszko

On Saturday December 7th, 2019,
the robotics team,
Aetos Dios, had
their first annual
Great
Yellow
Ball Race. The
Race was a fundraiser to raise money for the team’s travel and robotic
needs. It was a great success and raised over $700.
The Race consisted of around 700 yellow wiffle balls
that were released down East Catholic’s E staircase.
These balls had entries in them that had been sold to
people inside and outside school weeks before the
Race. The Race had seven prizes. The first prize was
the latest version of AirPods, and that prize went to
the farthest traveled ball. Second prize, which went to
the second farthest traveled ball, was a Lego BB-8
set. The third prize was a $50 Amazon gift card, and
that prize went to the third farthest traveled ball.

Then there was a last place prize that went to the ball
that went the least amount of distance. That prize was
a $25 gift card to Pepe’s Pizza. At the end of the race,
two members of the crowd were asked to choose two
random balls. Those two winners won two tickets to
CT Science Center and two tickets to New England
Air Museum. The final prize was a book of six car
wash tickets to Mr. Sparkle Car Wash and was called
the “out of bounds prize”. It would go to a ball that
fell into a box that was placed along the course during the race.

Human Rights
Club: Fair
Trade
By Farah Suede
This year, Human Rights Club once again held
Fair Trade chocolate sales in order to raise money for
charity. They sold chocolate during free periods from
the company called Equal Exchange, one of the few
brands that uses fair labor to harvest cacao beans for
their chocolate products. Using fair labor, labor done
by workers who are under fair conditions and of the
age to work, establishes this company as one that does
fair trade. Companies such as Hershey’s, Mars, and
Nestle use cacao beans harvested by child laborers. In
fact, any chocolate bar purchased in America has a
two in three chance of being produced by child laborers. These children often come from impoverished
nations and are looking for educational opportunities
when they are recruited for work at these cacao
farms. They are attracted to promises of earning money for their family. Beginning as young as ten, they
work with machetes hacking at the underbrush to
reach the cacao beans.
The big companies have missed multiple
deadlines for the eradication of their use of child labor
and as an industry that earns $103 billion annually in
sales they have only spent $150 million in the last
eighteen years to deal with this issue. Unfortunately,
the industry has changed from trying to eradicate the
issue to reducing it by 70% in 2020. One way you can
help as a consumer is to be conscious of what you are
purchasing and support Fair Trade companies such as
Equal Exchange.

References
Equal Exchange, 2019, https://
blog.equalexchange.coop/category/wherewe-stand/campaigns/. Accessed 18 Dec.
2019.
Siegel, Rachel and Peter Whoriskey. “Cocoa’s
Child Laborers.” The Washington Post, 5
June 2019, https://
www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/
business/hershey-nestle-mars-chocolatechild-labor-west-africa/. Accessed 18 Dec.
2019.
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Indoor Track
and Field

By Israel Caro

The East Catholic Track team is just beginning their
season with their first meet on Saturday, Dec 21st.
While we have a great group of runners this year, we
are looking for more students to run, jump, or throw
for the team. Andrew Ferullo and Fiona Crowley are
the Senior Captains and looking to have a strong season for their final Indoor Track year. Other runners,
throwers, and jumpers to look for at meets are Ethan
Peck, Bryan Proccacini, John Paul, Greg Sadlak, Tyler Diaz, Israel Caro, John Prouty, and Sophie Kisner.
The team is Coached by Mr. and Mrs. Baron as well
as Coach Cranford. Throwers and jumpers practice
begins at 2:00 and ends at 3:15. Runners begin at
3:00 and go until 4:25. I can’t wait for a great season
by the team. Go Eagles!

Cheerleading

By Emma Maselli

The East Catholic Cheerleaders are preparing for
our first basketball game of the season. Everyday
we are working hard after school to make sure our
stunts are safe, our dances are entertaining and our
cheers are loud! We just finished the football season and can’t wait to cheer on the basketball players as they hopefully make it once to States again.
We’re excited and we hope you are too. Go Eagles!

Girl’s
Basketball Team

By Lilly Ferguson

I’m Lilly Ferguson, a sophomore on the East Catholic
Girls Varsity Basketball team. The basketball program
has excelled immensely these past couple years, coming
off of a 16-4 regular season record last year. For the
2019-2020 season, our committed group of girls are fully capable of making another huge statement. The significant talent and potential surrounding our team makes
us strong contenders to win the state championship this
year. At practice, we put in hard work everyday in
hopes of maximizing our abilities. Also, our amazing
coaching staff guides us and pushes us in the right direction through this journey. The overall social environment surrounding our team is spectacular. Whether
freshman or senior, we all treat each other like family
because we all matter! Our first game was Monday, December 16th, and East Catholic was able to set the tone
with a 54-38 win over Plainville High School. Our next
two games against the Rocky Hill Terriers and the Berlin Redcoats will be a lot tougher, but we’re up for the
battle. This is our year and we are Mohegan bound! Go
Eagles!

Hockey

By Rocco Boland
We have a strong chance to win this year. With a powerhouse goalie on defense, Ethan Utermarck, and four
strong offensive lines, we are a force to be reckoned
with. Other players to watch this season include Rowan
Masse and Kevin Hartnett.
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East Updates and Fun

Thanksgiving Welcome to the
Holiday Inn
Baskets

By Evan O’Neil

By Morgan Frye

East Catholic High School once
again participated in its annual
Thanksgiving Basket Program by
which the school donates Thanksgiving food to families in need.
Each classroom contributed a different food to the baskets, fifteen
of which were delivered to Woodland School in East
Hartford. The remaining nine baskets went to Manchester Head Start, an organization caring for the
education and nutrition of various local low-income
families. East Catholic’s student government assembled and prepared the baskets for delivery with Mrs.
Grzybowski heading the program and organizing the
collection of food. Highland Park Market also contributed, generously donating turkeys to the families
who received Thanksgiving baskets from East Catholic.

This Spring, Stage East is putting on the production
of Holiday Inn! Auditions started on Wednesday,
December 4th, where the auditioners auditioned
with a monologue and a song of their choosing. The next day, these same auditioners who had
previously learned the tap and jazz dance the week
before break, auditioned in groups. Call backs
were then posted on the Drama Departments’
Google Classroom and then happened the following day after school. The cast list decided by Director Mrs. Quakenbush, Conductor Mr. Brudz and the
Choir Director, Mrs. Russell, was posted in the music wing. The cast has been chosen and practices
began the week before Christmas break and will
continue on until the dress rehearsal on March 5th
during school. The musical will air on stage Friday
March 6th at 7:00 pm and Saturday March 7th at
1:00 and 7:00 pm. Make sure to mark your calendars and support Stage Easts production of Holiday
Inn!

Soft Sugar Cookies
By Norah McCauliffe
Ingredients:
1 cup sugar
½ cup shortening (Crisco)
1 egg yolk
½ cup sour milk
½ tsp. baking soda
½ tsp. salt
1 tsp vanilla
1 egg white beaten stiff
2 cups flour
Cherries( optional)

Image retrieved
from livewellbakeoften.com

Directions:
Cream sugar and shortening. Add egg yolk. Sift dry ingredients together. Add alternately with milk. Add vanilla and fold in egg white. If using cherries, cut in half and
push lightly on dropped cookie. Bake on greased cookie sheet at 350 degrees.
*Decorate them for the holidays with a variety of icing colors, sprinkles, and other
small candies!
Italian Cookies

By Norah McCauliffe
Ingredients:
1 cup melted margarine
1 cup sugar
4 eggs
3 1/2 teaspoons lemon extract or anise
1 cup milk
5 1/5 cups flour
3 1/2 teaspoons baking powder

Images retrieved from Pillsbury.com and Mysequinedlife.com

Directions:
Mix all ingredients together in order of appearance on the list until well-blended. Drop by teaspoonfuls on cookie sheet 1/2 inch apart. Bake at 350 degrees for 12 to 15 minutes.
Glaze for the Cookies
Ingredients:
4 cups sifted confectioners sugar
6 tablespoons hot water
1 tablespoon light corn syrup
Food coloring (optional)
Directions:
Add hot water to the sugar 2 tablespoons at a time. Beat by hand with a wooden spoon. Add
syrup and flavoring or color and blend.

Julie House
By Lily Moseni

On December 9th, the National Honor Society held
a service trip to Julie House in Windsor, CT. As an
annual tradition, the students visited the Sisters of
Notre Dame de Namur in order to show appreciation and spread holiday cheer. Upon arriving, the
first task was to decorate the building with intricate
Christmas trees, ornaments, garlands, lights- typical holiday iconography. Then, the students circled
around and sang Christmas classics, from “Deck
the Halls” to “Rudolph the Rednosed Reindeer.”
Yet, the emotional climax of the trip was the gifting of the presents and personal cards; each sister
received a pound of chocolate, an amaryllis plant,
and a homemade card. After this, the students were
free to mingle and talk to the sisters, perhaps sharing their tentative plans for college or communicating their more concrete holiday plans. In only a
couple of hours, a true sense of community and
festive cheer was fostered.

Reading Interests

Loving Books
with the
Emmas
By Morgan Frye

This school year, the exciting new book club has
been added to East Catholic’s high variety of
clubs. Sophomores Emma Maselli and Emma Dutil
started the book club because of their love for reading
and snacks. This new club is proctored by English
teacher Mrs. Miller. The idea is to read a book every
month and then at the end of that month have a discussion about that book. The book for November
was Jackaby by William Ritter, and was written in a
historic setting where the main character Abigail
Rook discovered paranormal activity. The current
book for December is Don’t Look Back by Jennifer
Armentrout. Here, the main character, Sam, loses her
memory, possibly her best friend, and has to piece
together what happened to them that night. This
book discussion was on Monday December 16th. The
new book for the month of January was announced
and given to the book club participants at this meeting. January’s reading is I Hate Everyone But You by
Gaby Dunn and Allison Raskin. This is a fun, warm
environment where all you need to have is a love and
curiosity for books. If you have any questions about
the book club, please contact the book club at,
echsbookclub2019@gmail.com. Everyone is welcome to join the close knit family of the book club!

Book Review:
The Daily
Show
By Katie Green
On The Daily Show, host Trevor Noah is
smiling and laughing nearly continuously while talking about current events, a feat made even more
amazing when you know
where he has come from and
what he has lived through.
In Born A Crime, his hilarious and insightful autobiography, he describes the hardship he survived growing up
in post-apartheid South Africa while detailing plenty of
uproarious anecdotes of his
upbringing with his unfailingly strong and inspiring
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mother.
Noah opens his story by describing his country as it experiences the aftershocks of apartheid.
South Africa’s black population is struggling to
achieve prosperity after years of violent oppression
under the racist Afrikaner
government. People of different races were not allowed to marry, and numerous riots would erupt as
people fought for freedom, creating the bleak and
tense atmosphere in which Noah would grow up.
Because his father was white and his mother black,
in his early childhood he was rarely allowed to visit
his father; he could not acknowledge him in public
for fear of attracting attention to the fact that his
parents had broken the law. Despite extreme economic suppression of black South Africans, his
mother educated herself and worked in high-paying
secretarial positions to support them. She sent her
son to private schools and demanded that he work
hard and succeed. Despite all the difficulty of his
early life, Noah weaves sunny humor into every
page by sharing the jokes he and his mother told
each other and the hilarious antics he got into as a
young child. On every page Noah admires the sparkling intelligence and bravery of his mother as she
navigates a sexist and limiting society and manages
to succeed.
Born A Crime takes on an entirely new level of
emotional depth and insight while Noah describes
his family’s life under the tyranny of his alcoholic
and violent stepfather, Abel. By witnessing the behavior of his mother’s new husband, he gains an understanding of human nature and pride which he in
turn shares with the reader. After his mother divorces Abel, a decision that culminates in terrifying violence, the raw strength of Noah’s mother is made
apparent and the reader then realizes who it was that
taught him to continue smiling in the face of adversity.
Trevor Noah, in his relatively short life, has
gained a deep understanding of humanity, both its
flaws and perfections, an understanding that he has
fully detailed and poured into Born A Crime. This
story, cherished for the laughter it elicits amid the
suffering it describes, enables us to more deeply appreciate the hardships we thankfully don’t have to
live through, as well as the blessings that we have
perhaps come to expect.

Book Review:
The Tyrant’s
Tomb
By Maximus Italia
Many of you may know about the Percy Jackson series. What you might not know is that Rick
Riordan has many series and has come out with another book recently: The Tyrant’s Tomb. The Tyrant’s Tomb is the fourth book in the Trials of Apollo
series, which features the god, you may have
guessed, Apollo, but, as a human. He was punished
by his father Zeus and was sent to Earth to save the
demigods and to serve Meg. This is Rick Riordan’s
first time combining both Roman and Greek mythology and, as usual, does a superb job of it. The book
is an interesting addition to the series because of the

many new occurrences. And if you are wondering,
I’m not going to tell you any of them, because why
would I ruin the surprise?
What I will tell
you about are some of
the main events. The
overview of the book
goes like this: Godturned-boy goes to
camp of demigods,
goes on a quest, almost
dies, saves camp of
demigods, almost dies
again, meets his godly
sister, and experiences
more adventures. Apollo is the main character,
and still a scrawny servant to Meg. Meg, Apollo’s
unique demigod master, is still wearing her strange
clothing and still has her rings-turn-swords weapons.
What’s a “rings-turn-swords weapon” you ask? Read
the book to find out! Camp Jupiter, the Roman demigod camp, is reintroduced in this series. And, there is
another emperor that comes back with his army of
dead monsters under his control. To top it all off, a
very unique god is the cause of the characters’ success or their doom. Remember that saying, “Silence
is golden”? It may make you rethink that.
Interested? Well, why don’t you give the
book a read! Every single book in the series is excellent and exciting, and I have read each book at least
twice. Perhaps this has even sparked your interest to
read the entire series. If so, enjoy the Rick Riordan
experience! Until our next adventure, read on!

Christmas Time
By Patrick Roth
Evergreens capped with pure white snow
Cast their shadows on the ground below
While the moon sees all in its bright glow
And bathes in light the distant meadow.
While farther off in the village square
Where songs and carols lace the air
A joyous sight, and one so truly rare,
Is seen in the light of the candles’ glare.
It only comes but once a year
And seen in the village square so clear
Bringing joyous shouts and holiday cheer
Is a tree from the forest not so near.
Laden with garland and tinsel gold
And glittering in the winter’s cold
While all step back and well behold
The sight of the holiday new and old.
A sense of wild anticipation grows
And plans are made before the snows
For the holiday which everyone knows
Is sure to warm all hearts and end all woes.

Image retrieved from kabc.com
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Special Interests

Sharks in
New England
By Jack Green
Sharks, an animal that strikes
fear in the hearts
of
thousands
because of their
ability to viciously attack
and kill other
creatures, usualImage retrieved from thinglink.com
ly seals, but occasionally humans. In
years past, attacks on humans are very rare. However,
the frequency of these events is increasing in recent
years, especially in New England. Why is this happening? The problem, like so many other environmental problems, is multifaceted.
The first facet of the issue has to do with
fishing. The shark that most often attacks humans in
New England is known as the Great White Shark.
This shark’s diet is not exclusively seals, as some
people think, but is made up of many kinds of deep
sea pelagic fish, such as tuna, bass, and other large
ocean fish. These same fish are also common meals
for people. As the human population increases, fishermen are driven more and more to supply these fish
for seafood restaurants and supermarkets all over the
Northeast. While fishing activity is becoming increasingly regulated, the populations of these deep
sea fish have declined heavily. Some are beginning to
make comebacks, but their population is still below
what it naturally should be. With this decline in deep
sea pelagics, Great White Sharks have been forced to
turn to seals as a more stable food supply.
Another part of the issue is the increase in the
seal population itself. Once nearly extinct because of
conflicts with fishermen, the seals were protected and
it was mandated that fishing practices be made safer
for them. Additionally, the islands where they breed
were protected so the grey seal population boomed
and has been growing ever since. This large amount
of concentrated prey, combined with the loss of deep
sea fish, has essentially forced the sharks to be primarily seal-hunters. To find these seals, sharks need
to head closer to shore than they used to versus finding prey in the open ocean. Sharks now scan the shallows for anything remotely seal shaped that goes too
far into the surf. Unfortunately, sharks have poor eyesight and humans look enough like a seal to provoke
an attack. Humans do not swim as quickly, potentially seeming injured or weak to a shark.
A last reason for the increased number of
human attacks is warming waters due to climate
change. Like other fish, sharks need to maintain a
certain body temperature to survive. Great Whites
can tolerate very cold temperatures and are able to
linger longer in cold New England waters, where
they once would be forced to move farther south. As
such, the sharks are here for the entirety of the summer, including the prime beach going months.
So, the problem of increased shark attacks
has many causes. Fortunately, sharks almost never
continue to eat the person they bite, realizing it is not
a seal that they have just attacked. Given the outlined
issues, it is reasonable to believe that it is not the
sharks’ fault that they attack people. Years of evolution have made sharks near-perfect ocean preda-

tors. Despite poor eyesight, in the past, what looked
like a seal was nearly always a seal. There are different ideas of solving this growing problem with shark
attacks on humans such as culling seals, or even
sharks. These would be very extreme solutions, especially because the shark population itself has just begun to rebound.
It is important to be aware of sharks when
swimming in New England waters, especially Cape
Cod, where many vacation at the beach. There are
signs posted giving directives on how to look as dissimilar to a seal as possible, and there are programs
that display recent shark sightings in specific locations. While both are strong preventatives for an attack, one of the best ways to prevent an attack is being aware of your surroundings and educating yourself on what to do should a shark be present while
you are swimming.
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The Almost
Assassination
of Cinderella II
- Part II
A short story installment by Katie Green

In continuation from last issue’s read...

I crashed through the low hanging branches
of the thick woods surrounding the castle, my bare
feet stinging as I stepped on twigs and sharp needles.
Hearing the shouts and infernal racket, my stomach
dropped. As I glanced back at the moonlit assassins
streaming out from the castle in search of me, I could
literally feel the adrenaline as it began to course
through my veins. To escape, I sprinted faster and
faster into the forest with no hesitation, the woods
becoming denser and darker by the second. I could
hear their footfalls behind me; they could hear mine.
They started firing at random, trying to hit me, but it
didn’t matter now; I’d found what I’d been looking
for. I kicked an inconspicuous stone with my foot,
but I was too stunned to feel the pain. I could hear
them closing the distance between us, firing, but at
last I heard the creak of the trap door as it opened,
hidden by moss and twigs, and I dove into the
crawlspace headfirst, slamming onto the wooden
floor as the door closed silently above me.
I dared not breathe, no matter how desperate
I was for air. The secret room was pitch black, the
ceiling low. My parents had built this space a few
years ago after a particularly violent riot, in case
there was another event that threatened our safety.
The warm, humid air fell heavily on my skin, but I
didn’t allow it to console me. Not twenty seconds
after I’d hit the floor, the rushing footsteps of the men
thundered over the trap door, and my blood turned to
ice. I dragged myself to the far wall and leaned my
head against it. I waited probably two hours, not
moving a muscle, listening for the slightest sound
that would tell me they knew where I was. Finally, I
stood up, and the subsequent pins-and-needles feel-

ing in my feet made me wince. After fumbling
around in the dark, I lit a candle and found the spare
clothes and shoes I had stashed on the one bookshelf
in the room. I found some stale bread on the next
shelf down, but I felt too
nauseous to eat. After changing into a much less conspicuous dress and filling my pockets with as much
currency as I could carry, I tried to think.
There had been rumors going around for years
that there would be an assassination. It had all
seemed like a crazy, far-fetched conspiracy, so naturally, I had dismissed it and gone back to wishing I
was a commoner’s daughter whose actions weren’t
constantly scrutinized by everyone. The occasional
riot would spring up, angry people protesting for the
right to oust the royal family and install someone
more… military-oriented. They disliked my parents’
belief system, their peaceful solutions to whatever
problems arose, the freedoms they allowed their subjects. Some people wanted us to conquer neighboring
kingdoms, seize power and create an empire by force.
There had been an increase of political tension lately,
but I’d assumed it would blow over. Now, it seemed,
I was wrong. My parents had ignored these issues, up
there in their castle, removed from it all. I told myself
that this attack must have just been an insurgent
group who wanted war with a neighboring kingdom. I
suddenly felt anxious; I couldn’t stay in this room and
do nothing, but if I left I would be in constant danger.
The insurgents would never leave me alive if they
could help it, but I would lose my mind if I stayed
and hid.
I estimated that it would soon be dawn, so I put
my dark hair up, pulled the ladder down, and climbed
up, shoving the trap door open slowly and carefully,
gazing into the trees all around me to make sure no
one was lying in wait. I climbed up and out into the
warm, still air of the way-too-early morning. The sun
was barely up, the woods still dark. I walked quickly,
stopping and crouching down at every little noise. I
walked for two hours through the woods until I hit
the edge of a town. I put the hood of my cloak up;
luckily, it was sprinkling rain so no one looked at me
twice. I glanced up at storefronts, searching for newspapers, eavesdropping on random conversations between strangers, desperate for any sort of news. After
a few minutes, I realized that something was horribly,
dreadfully wrong. The faint rain had disguised the
perfect silence. No one was talking to each other,
there was no gossip or laughter. The town was dead
silent.
My heart started to race. I needed to go back to
the hideaway. I turned around and began to walk as
fast as I could when I slammed right into whoever
was walking behind me. My hood fell down, and I
met the eyes of a boy around my age, walking a menacing-looking dog. His eyes widened in shock, and I
could tell he recognized me; my picture was in the
newspapers all the time in the articles about my parents’ charity work. I cursed and prepared to sprint,
but he grabbed my arm tightly enough to bruise me.
That’s when I realized I couldn’t escape without
making a scene….
To be continued in the next issue of The ECHO.
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